Lighting Service

Commercial

We understand the duty of care you have
to provide effective lighting as outlined
in the Workplace Regulations 1992.

The next priority is
to ensure that your
lighting system is as cost
efficient and sustainable
as possible, whilst
minimising the impact
on the environment.

We offer the full range of

Tailoring the design to the

design, project management,

specific needs of your premises,

installation, electrical connections

we ensure the correct lighting

and maintenance services for

levels are provided throughout.

commercial facilities in the

We can even provide energy saving

UK and Ireland.

modelling and advice to ensure the

Our many years of experience
in internal and external commercial

system operates to optimal effect,
night and day.

lighting for retail developments,

We work with the leading lighting

transport hubs, warehousing

manufacturers to ensure that your

and logistics centres ensures

facilities employ the latest LED and

we have the insight and technical

lighting technology so that you

expertise needed to create and

operate at the optimum light levels

install lighting solutions that

with the up-most energy efficiency.

meet all of these requirements.

sseenterprise.co.uk

Full range of project
management, consultancy
design, installation
and maintenance

Nationwide coverage,
local service

Working together

We’re the largest external lighting

with many other commercial

contractor in the UK and Ireland.

customers, built upon honesty,

Our approach covers a

We give you a strong supply chain

openness and co-operation.

comprehensive range of solutions,

combined with consistent, local

We’d welcome the opportunity to

including central management

service wherever your premises

do the same with your organisation.

systems, LED white lighting to help

are located.

with clarity of CCTV and vandal
resistant features.

We have created solid partnerships

Large or small, all schemes
are treated equally; we design,

These options can be combined

install and connect internal and

with flexible lighting control for

external commercial lighting

use outside peak time, providing

schemes on any scale or complexity

a sustainable lighting solution

and if required, maintain them

without compromising security.

on an ongoing basis.

For further information on our commercial lighting services get in touch today
0345 070 2019

enquiries@sseenterprise.co.uk
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